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RARE DECAYS OF HEAVY QUARKS � SEARCHINGGROUND FOR NEW PHYSICS�Paul SingerDepartment of Physis, Tehnion � Israel Institute of TehnologyKiryat Hatehnion, Haifa 32000, Israel(Reeived November 2, 1999)The searh for new physis beyond the standard model is proeedingnowadays intensively along experimental and theoretial lines. We reviewhere the setor of harm radiative deays in this ontext. The alulationof D ! V , D ! `+`� transitions reveals their unequivoal dominaneby long-distane ontributions. On the other hand, the beauty-onservingharm-hanging eletroweak transition B ! B�u is shown to have uniqueproperties whih make it a promising avenue in the searh for new physis.We desribe a alulation of short- and long-distane ontributions to thisdeay whih �nds them to be of omparable size. The branhing ratio ofthis deay in the standard model is estimated to be ' 10�8.PACS numbers: 12.39.Fe, 12.39.Hg, 13.25.�k, 13.30.Hq1. IntrodutionThe standard model (SM) of strong and eletroweak interations [1℄,based on loal gauge invariane with respet to the gauge group SU(3)C �SU(2)L�U(1)Y , is presently in exellent shape. All experimental data are inagreement with SM and its relentless suess is providing an ever inreasinghallenge to both experimentalists and theorists. The only missing �xtureof the model is the SM Higgs boson, for whih the existing experimentalsearhes put a lower bound on its mass of 88.6 GeV/2 [2℄.Despite its remarkable suess, it is generally believed that the SM isin fat an e�etive theory at the energies presently aessible. This beliefis fueled by the fat that the SM has about 20 arbitrary parameters and,moreover, there is no satisfatory explanation for many of its salient features.For instane, why does the gauge group of interations have the struture� Presented at the XXXIX Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, Poland,May 29�June 8, 1999. (3861)



3862 P. Singerexpressed by its three fators? Why three generations of fermions? Whyleft-right asymmetry? How to explain the observed spetrum of quark andlepton masses and the pattern of mixing angles?This situation has led theorists to propose many paths for the possibleextension of the standard model. I do not plan to go into any detail hereon the variety of possibilities, whih was reviewed at many onferenes [3,4℄,and I shall restrit myself to the mention of a few of the more widely-disussed proposals: supersymmetry [5℄, espeially the �low-energy� MinimalSupersymmetri Standard Model [6℄ whih is onsidered as a most likelypossibility at the Fermi sale, grand-uni�ed theories [7℄, right-left models ℄8℄,two Higgs doublet models [9℄, �avour hanging neutral Higgs models [10℄,multiple Zo bosons [11℄, and anomalous triple gauge boson ouplings [12℄.An important feature of the standard model is the �avour symmetry,as the gauge interations do not distinguish among the three generations ofleptons and quarks. In pratie, this symmetry is broken, as it is evidentfrom the pattern of masses and mixing angles of the SM fermions. The Higgsboson is an agent of �avour symmetry breaking in SM via its Yukawa ou-plings to fermions. However, this �avour symmetry breaking is realized in apartiular way; the tree-level neutral ouplings of the Higgs boson, as wellas those of the photon and of the Zo boson are all �avour diagonal. The ob-served neutral �avour-hanging proesses on the other hand are rather small,being made possible in SM by loop graphs only; as suh their magnitude isdetermined by the values of quark masses and of the CKM matrix. In viewof the smallness of �avour-hanging neutral-urrent (FCNC) in the standardmodel, FCNC transitions are usually onsidered to be a fertile ground forthe searh of proesses indued by new physis, whih does not automati-ally suppress suh proesses. The harm setor plays a speial role in thisrespet, sine as a result of the e�etiveness of the GIM mehanism in thissetor, the short distane SM ontributions to ertain harm proesses arevery small. Aordingly, Do � �Do mixing and rare harm deays have beensingled out [4,13℄ as attrative andidates for the disovery of new physise�ets.In this leture we onsider the potential of the eletroweak penguin tran-sitions ! u in the searh for new physis. To begin I shall review shortlythe SM physis of the single quark transition Q! q, then I shall present thestatus of short-distane and long-distane ontributions in proesses drivenby ! u and ! u`+`� transitions and �nally I shall desribe our reentwork [14℄ whih singles out the B ! B�u deay as a unique tool for thesearh of e�ets beyond the standard model.



Rare Deays of Heavy Quarks � Searhing Ground for... 38632. The �avour hanging Q! q transitionFlavour-hanging photon transitions from a heavy quark Q to a lightquark q are indued by loop diagrams and are a basi feature of the stan-dard model [15℄, generally reognized as �eletroweak penguins�. Typialtransitions are s ! d, b ! s(d) for whih up-quarks ontribute in theloop, and ! u, t! (u) whih are driven by down-quarks in the loop.The amplitude for suh transitions, with the quarks Q; q on the mass-shell is given by [15℄A(Q!q)� = eGF4�2p2Xj V �jQVjq�u(q) �F1;j(k2)k�k=� k2�� 1� 52 + F2;j(k2)i���k�MQ 1 + 52 +mq 1� 52 �u(Q) : (1)F1; F2 are the harge-radius and magneti form fators respetively andVab are CKM matries; F1; F2 were �rst alulated in the eletroweak SMby Inami and Lim [16℄. The F1 term does not ontribute to deays withreal photons, however, it is relevant in leptoni deays like B ! X(s)`�̀,K ! �`�̀; D ! V `�̀. In order to ompare the alulations of these proesseswith experiment, one must omplement the eletroweak SM alulation bythe inlusion of QCD orretions [17℄. In this setion we shall mention thes! d and b! s transitions and in the next setion we turn to the harmsetor in more detail.The ontribution of s ! d to various radiative K-deays [18,19℄ andhyperon deays [20�25℄ has been studied extensively in the last twenty years.As it turns out [26℄ radiative proesses whih are in the � (10�4 � 10�7)range of branhing ratios like K+ ! �+�o , K+ ! �+e+e�, �+ ! p,��!�� have both short-distane and long-distane ontributions and thelatter are dominant; this prevents a diret and trustworthy hek of the SMor of deviations from it in these deays. In order to investigate the shortdistane s ! d"" transition one must turn to very rare deays [27℄, likeK+ ! �+���, KoL ! �oe+e�, KoL ! �o���. In these, the short-distaneontribution is prominent and the QCD orretions to the deay amplitudeshave been estimated [28℄. The most frequent of these is K+ ! �+���,whih is expeted [28℄ in SM with a branhing ratio Br(K+ ! �+���) =(9:1 � 3:8) � 10�11. Reently [29℄, one event has been deteted in thishannel, whih gives Br(K+ ! �+���)exp = �4:2+9:7�3:5� � 10�10. The othertwo deays are expeted with branhing ratios of the order of 10�11 andone must wait for the planned experiments in order to �nd out whether thes ! d"" and the box diagrams involved of SM give an aurate piturefor these transitions. In the domain of hyperon radiative deays a similar



3864 P. Singersituation prevails [25℄; however, there might be an exeption as it appears[22℄ that the yet unobserved 
� ! �� deay is a�eted in a measurablemanner [24,26℄ by the SM single quark s! d transition.Although the s ! d was the �rst to be investigated with the aim ofrelating it to the observed radiative deays of kaons and hyperons, it is theb! s transition [30℄ whih has been the enter of attention during the lastdozen years. Sine it was pointed out [31℄ that the enhanement providedby QCD orretions to b ! s (in whih the top quark in the loop givesthe main ontribution) would bring the inlusive B ! Xs and exlusiveB ! K� deays into the realm of observability, a onsiderable amount oftheoretial ativity has proeeded alongside the experimental observation.The CLEO ollaboration was the �rst to measure the inlusive rate [32℄Br(B ! Xs) = (2:32�0:57�0:35)�10�4 as well the exlusive (harged andneutral) deay [33℄ Br(B ! K�) = (4:5�1:5�0:9)�10�5. The theoretiale�ort has been direted on the one hand towards a best determination of theQCD orretions to the inlusive proess in SM and on the other hand toestablishing the limitations imposed by the observed rate on various �beyondthe standard model� theories. For typial Refs. on the latter e�ort see [34℄.The latest theoretial alulations within the SM[35℄ give Br(B ! Xs) =(3:32�0:30)�10�4 whih should be ompared with two reent experimentalresults: the CLEO update giving [36℄ Br(b ! s) = [3:15 � 0:35 (stat) �0:32 (syst)�0:26 (mod)℄�10�4 whih is derived from an analysis of 3:3�106B �B pairs and the ALEPH result [37℄ of [3:11� 0:80 (stat) � 0:72 (stat)℄�10�4. Obviously, the agreement with the SM is impressive.There are two remarks to be made here. Firstly, the onlusion on the ex-ellent agreement with SM assumes that LD ontributions are small, whih isindeed the result of many alulations (approximately 5-10%) [24℄. Seondly,we await for experimental results on the omplementary proess b! s`�`+(inluding B ! K�`+`�, B ! K`+`�) whih should be ompared with SMtheoretial expetations of a branhing ratio in the 10�6 range.Before turning to the harm setor, we onlude that the study of theQ ! q, Q ! q`+`� transitions in SM is waiting for the measurementof very rare deays in the strangeness domain, while in the beauty setor,where experiments are available, the standard model does very well so far.3. Short distane ! u and ! u`+`�The  ! u transition is indued by the eletroweak penguin with thedown quarks running in the loop. In the absene of QCD orretions thistransition is extremely small as a result of the small masses of the quarksin the loop and the smallness of the CKM fators. The eletroweak SMalulation [38℄ gives for this strongly GIM suppressed transition a branhing



Rare Deays of Heavy Quarks � Searhing Ground for... 3865ratio of � 10�17 only. Inluding the QCD orretions at the leading logapproximation [38℄, the C7 Wilson oe�ient of the ��� operator gets theadmixture of C1; C2 Wilson oe�ients and the amplitude is inreased bytwo orders of magnitude, giving a branhing ratio of about 10�12. Thealulation of the omplete two-loop QCD orretions [39℄ leads, after usingunitarity of CKM, to the folowing e�etive LagrangianL!uSD = �GFp2 e8�2VsV �usC7(�)�u��� [m(1 + s) +mu(1� s)℄F�� ;C7(m) = 0:0068 � 0:020i : (2)From this expression, another inrease of two orders of magnitude in the SDamplitude obtains, giving rise to SD� ( ! u)=� (Do) � 2:5 � 10�8. Thisimplies that in exlusive modes, like D ! V , the SD ontribution to thebranhing ratio would be about (3 � 5) � 10�9. In order to asertain thepossibility of deteting the SD transition, one must now onsider the size ofthe LD ontribution.The SD amplitude for  ! u`+`� an be obtained from the generaleletroweak amplitude [16℄, and the expliit expression for the e�etive La-grangian after ertain simpli�ations is [40℄L!u`+`�SD = �GFp2 e2A8�2 sin2 �W �u�(1� 5)�̀�` ;A = �0:065 : (3)This eletroweak transition is not strongly suppressed, in ontrast to ! uand although the QCD orretions have not been evaluated expliitly, theyare not expeted to hange the value of A appreiably [40℄. From (3) one�nds SD� ( ! u`+`�)=� (Do) � 3 � 10�9. Hene, like in the  ! u ase,one has to asertain the LD ontribution before one may use these leptonideays for heking the standard model.4. D-mesons radiative deays � the long distane aspetSeveral treatments have addressed reently the problem of estimatingLD ontributions to radiative D deays. These approahes inlude a polemodel [38℄, a quark model [41℄ , the use of QCD sum rules [42℄ and e�etiveLagrangians [43℄. Already from these works one learns that the D ! V deays are expeted to have branhing ratios of the order of 10�4 � 10�6,muh larger than from the SD part.In a more omprehensive and systemati treatment for these deays [44℄we used an e�etive hybrid Lagrangian ombining heavy quark symmetries



3866 P. Singerand hiral symmetry [45℄ to alulate nine deay modes of the D ! V type. The e�etive nonleptoni Lagrangian used is given byLLD = �GFp2VuqiV �qi [a1(�uqi)�(�qj)� + a2(�u)�(�qjqi)�℄ (4)and for the QCD-indued onstants a1; a2 we take a1 = 1:26, a2 = �0:55 asdetermined [46℄ from nonleptoni D deays. In order to evaluate the matrixelements of (4) we use the fatorization approximation for thehV Voj(�qiqj)�(�qk)�jDi amplitudes.The general gauge invariant amplitude for the deay D(p) ! V (pV ) +(k) is A(D ! V + ) = eGFp2 Vuqj � V �qj n�����k�"��()p�"��(V )APC+ i h("�(V ) � k)("�() � p(V ))� (p(V ) � k)("�(V )"�())ioAPV : (5)In Ref. [44℄ all diagrams ontributing to APC, APV are lassi�ed and theirexpliit expressions are presented. In Table I below we give the preditedwidths [44℄ as well as the existing experimental upper limits [47℄. Sinethe amplitudes ontain several terms, with unknown relative phases, we anpresent only their expeted range. The �rst two deays in the Table areCabibbo-allowed, the next �ve are Cabibbo-forbidden and the last two aredoubly forbidden. To give an indiation, the photon energy in the �rst twodeays is 717 and 834 MeV respetively. As it is obvious from Table I, in allthese deays the LD ontribution masks totally the SD one � preventingthe detetion of deviations from it by orders of magnitude. TABLE ID ! V  Transition Br Ratio �105 [44℄ Exp. limits [47℄Do ! �K�o 6-36 < 7:6� 10�4D+s ! �+ 20-80Do ! �o 0.1-1 < 2:4� 10�4Do ! ! 0.1-0.9 < 2:4� 10�4Do ! ' 0.4-1.9 < 1:9� 10�4D+ ! �+ 0.4-6.3D+s ! K�+ 1.2-5.1D+ ! K�+ 0.03-0.44Do ! K�o 0.03-0.2



Rare Deays of Heavy Quarks � Searhing Ground for... 3867Turning now to deays of type D ! V `+`�, these were also alulatedreently [40℄ using generally the same theoretial framework [45℄ as for D !V  transitions. Sine the SD transition (Eq. (3)) is onsiderably larger herethan in the ! u ase before the appliation of the QCD orretions, oneould expet that the gap between SD and LD ontributions is narrower forthe leptoni deays in the SM. Suh a situation ould open the window tonew physis.The authors of Ref. [40℄ have onsidered the same hadroni transi-tions as in Table I. The SD ontribution due to  ! u`+`� is present inthe �ve Cabibbo suppressed deays D0 ! (�o; !o; 'o)`+`�, D+ ! �+,D+s ! K�+ while in the other four deays signals for new physis mightome from more exoti ontributions. The alulation is performed [40℄ againusing fatorization for matrix elements of (4) whih leads to three lassesof diagrams: the annihilation ontribution, the Vo-spetator part and theV -spetator part, where V is the �nal state partile and Vo an intermediatevetor meson (�; !; '). There are thus two kinds of LD ontributions: theresonant mehanism, where in addition to V also Vo is produed in the �-nal state and onverts to a photon through vetor meson dominane, and anonresonant mehanism with the photon emitted diretly from the initial Dstate, as presribed by the struture of the hybrid lagrangian [45℄. The lattershould ontain in our approah also possible ontributions from intermediate� states. The predited branhing ratios for D ! V �+��, inluding SD +LD ontributions, and the exisiting experimental upper limits are given inTable II. The range in olumn two is due to oupling parameter unertainties.TABLE IID ! V �+�� Calulation [4℄ of Br(LD+SD) Exp. limits [48℄Do ! �K�o (1:6� 1:9) � 10�6 < 1:18� 10�3D+s ! �+ (3:0� 3:3) � 10�5Do ! �o (3:5� 4:7) � 10�7 < 2:3 � 10�4Do ! !o (3:3� 4:5) � 10�7 < 8:3 � 10�4Do ! 'o (6:5� 9:0) � 10�8 < 4:1 � 10�4D+ ! �+ (1:5� 1:8) � 10�6 < 5:6 � 10�4D+s ! K�+ (5:0� 7:0) � 10�7 < 1:4 � 10�3D+ ! K�+ (3:1� 3:7) � 10�8 < 8:5 � 10�4Do ! K�o (4:4� 5:1) � 10�9



3868 P. SingerThe short-distane ontributions alone are� 10�9 forDo !�o(!o)�+��,5 � 10�9 for D+ ! �+�+�� and 1:6 � 10�9 for D+s ! K�+�+��, henebetween 2 and 3 orders of magnitude lower than the total Br. The situationis therefore more favourable than in the D ! V  ase. Branhing ratios wellabove 10�6 for Do ! (�o; !o)�+�� or in the 10�5 range for D+ ! �+�+��would be indiative of new physis. It is satisfatory to note that presentexperimental bounds are not far above.Lastly, we mention the D+;o ! �+;o`+`� deays, whose short distaneontribution is again related to ! u`+`�. In this ase, the LD ontributionreahes [49℄ a branhing ratio of the order of 10�6 in the '-resonane regionand a few times 10�7 in the nonresonant region, a situation similar to whatwas enountered in D ! V `1`� deays.5. B ! B�u � a unique opportunityThe situation desribed in the previous setions indiates that the prob-ability of observing new physis in D ! V , D ! V `+`� or D ! P`+`�is rather modest. It would require a mehanism whih inreases the SD am-plitude of ! u or ! u`+`� by at least one or two orders of magnitude,a rather unlikely though not impossible proposition.Fajfer, Prelovsek and Singer [14℄ have turned to the domain of veryrare deays and have proposed the idea of exploring the  ! u transitionwhen  is embedded in a beauty partile. In other words, they onsidera �beauty-onserving� and �harm-hanging� deay, whih is driven by the ! u transition. As it has been shown by these authors expliitly, suha transition has about equal SD and LD ontributions, making it an idealtesting ground for deviations from SM [14,50℄.The B-meson, a ompat bound state of two heavy quarks of di�erent�avour,  and �b, has been disovered reently at Fermilab [51℄ and its lifetimehas been determined as �(B) = 0:46+0:18�0:16�0:03ps. The transition ! u+would lead to the deay B ! B�u + , in whih the �b-quark is merely aspetator. In order to estimate the SD and the LD ontributions to the deayone uses the e�etive Lagrangians of (2) and (4). In (2), the appropriatesale for C7(�) is indeed � = m also for the deay B ! B�u + , and notmb, in view of the spetator role of the �b-quark. The general form of thedeay amplitude is as given in Eq. (5) and we turn now to the alulationof APC and APV, whih have both SD and LD ontributions.



Rare Deays of Heavy Quarks � Searhing Ground for... 38696. A model for B ! B�uThe SD ontribution alulated from (2) an be expressed in terms oftwo form fators F1(0), F2(0):"��hB�u(p0; "0)j�ui���q�jB(p)iq2=0 = i�����"��"0�� p0�p�F1(0) ; (6)"��hB�u(p0; "0)j�ui���q�5jB(p)iq2=0 = h(M2B �M2B�u)"� � "0��2("0� � q)(p � "�)iF2(0): (7)The LD ontributions may be separated into two lasses related to thetwo terms of (5). The lass (I) is related to the a2 term and representsproesses ! u�qiqi followed by �qiqi ! , with �b as spetator. The �qiqi ! transitions are expressed by �qiqi hadronization into vetor meson, thus wehave a vetor meson dominane (VMD) approximation. The lass II ofdiagrams is related to the a1 term and orresponds to the quark proess�b ! u�b with the photon attahed to quark lines. Only the lowest (pole)states are inluded in the alulation [14,50℄.VMD amplitudes of lass I are proportional to "��hB�uj�u�(1 � 5)jBitaken at q2 = 0. This involves one vetor and four axial-vetor form fators.However, requirements of �niteness at q2 = 0 [46℄ and gauge invarianeimply [14℄ the vanishing of two axial form fators and a relation betweenthe other two and aordingly the VMD ontribution is expressible in termsof two form fators only, V (0) and A1(0). The amplitudes thus obtained in[14℄ are APV = �GFp2 e�VsV �ud �C7(m)2�2 (m �mu)F2(0)+2a2(m)C1VMD A1(0)MB �MB�u �� ; (8)APC = � GFp2 e�VsV �ud �C7(m)4�2 (m +mu)F1(0)+2a2(m)C1VMD V (0)MB +MB�u �+ VbV �uba1(mb)�" �BgB� gB�uM2B� �M2B�u + �BuM2BfBfBuM2B �M2Bu #! : (9)



3870 P. SingerIn these expressions the �rst term is from SD, the seond is the LD VMDontribution and the third term is the LD pole ontribution. Also,C1VMD = g2�(0)2M2� � g2!(0)6M2! � g2'(0)3M2' = (�1:2� 1:2) � 10�3GeV2 (10)and hV (q; �)jV�j0i = gV (q2)���. �i; fi and gi are ouplings related to theaxial and vetor urrents and are de�ned in [14℄.In order to determine the form fators A1(0), V (0), F1(0), F2(0) andthe various �i; fi; gi the authors of Ref. [14℄ have hosen the nonrelativis-ti onstituent Isgur-Sore-Grinstein-Wise (ISGW) model [52℄. This modelis onsidered to be reliable for a state omposed of two heavy quarks; inaddition, the veloity of B�u in the rest frame of B is to a good measurenonrelativisti. In the ISGW model the quarks of mass M move under thein�uene of the e�etive potential V (r) = �4�s=(3r)++br with  = �0:81GeV, b = 0:18 GeV2 [53℄. The authors [14℄ use variational solutions of theShrödinger equation,  (~r) = �� 34� 32 e��2r22 for S state with � as variationalparameter. Using aepted values for urrent quark masses, CKM matrixelements and onstituent quark masses, one alulates the SD and the LDontributions separately, as well as the total branhing ratio of B ! B�v.It is found [14℄: TABLE IIIBr(SD) Br(LD) Br(tot)B ! B�u 4:7� 10�9 �7:5+7:9�4:3�� 10�9 �8:5+5:8�2:5�� 10�9As evidened by the results of Table III, the SD and LD ontributionsare omparable, whih in priniple allows one to probe the ! u transitionin B ! B�u deay. Experimental detetion of B ! B�u at a branhingratio well above 10�8 would learly indiate a signal for new physis. It isworth mentioning here that at LHC one expets [50℄ to produe well above108B mesons.Finally, we mention a reent alulation of Aliev and Savi [54℄ whihon�rms our onlusions [14,50℄. They alulate the SD ontribution toB ! B�u by the use of QCD sum rules and �nd a value for Fi(0) whihleads to an SD branhing ratio for B ! B�u of � 1:6�10�8, slightly higherthan presented above, but with the same general onlusions.



Rare Deays of Heavy Quarks � Searhing Ground for... 38717. SummaryWe have reviewed the possibility of using various proesses to detetdeviations from the standard model in the harm setor, using the ! u, ! u`+`� transitions. The D ! V  deays are shown to be dominatedby long distane ontributions whih usually prevents one from observingdeviations from the standard model short distane ones. The situation issomewhat better in D ! V `+`� deays, where the gap between SD andLD is smaller. Here, branhing ratios well above 10�6 for Do ! �o�+�� orDo ! !o�+�� or in the 10�5 range for D+ ! �+�+�� would indiate newphysis. Of partiular interest is the novel deay B ! B�u suggested inRef. [14℄. In this deay both the SD and LD ontributions to the branhingratio are in the 10�8 range. The SD ontribution is at its natural value. TheLD one is strongly suppressed, as follows: the Class I VMD ontribution isvery small as a result of the smallness of C1VMD (Eq. 10), whih representsa anellation of vetor mesons ontributions at a level better than 10%as a result of GIM and SU(3)F symmetry; on the other hand, the lass IIpole ontributions is also strongly supressed in view of the appearane ofthe fator VbV �ub in the �b ! u�b pole diagrams. (In D deays we had themuh bigger VsV �us fator, whih made the LD pole ontributions dominant).This fortuituous ourrene of SD, LD ontributions equality establishes theB ! B�u deay mode as an ideal testing ground for physis beyond thestandard model. To onlude, we stress that this deay has a lear signature:the detetion requires the observation of a Bu deay in oinidene with twophotons � a high energy one (985 MeV) and a low energy photon (45 MeV)in the respetive enters of mass of B and B�u.REFERENCES[1℄ A textbook on the Standard Model is: J.F. Donoghue, E.Golowih, B.R. Hol-stein, Dynamis of the Standard Model, Cambridge University Press, 1992.[2℄ P. Janot, in Pro. '97 Intern. Europhysis Conf. on High Energy Physis,Jerusalem, Aug. 1997, D. Lellouh, G. Mikenberg, E. Rabinovii (Eds.),Springer Verlag, 1998, p. 212.[3℄ F. Zwirner, in Pro. '95 Intern. Europhysis Conf. on High Energy Physis,Bruxelles, July 1995, J. Lemonne, C. Vander Velde, F. Verbeure (Eds.), WorldSienti�, 1996, p. 943.[4℄ S. Pakvasa, in Pro. FCNC97 Conferene, Santa Monia, Feb. 1997, WorldSienti�, 1998; hep-ph/9705397.[5℄ J. Wess, J. Bagger, Supersymmetry and Supergravity, Prineton Univ. Press,1983.[6℄ S. Dimopoulos, H. Georgi, Nul. Phys. B193, 150 (1981).
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